
What if there is a  
suitable design for 
every requirement ... 

wedi Top Line 
Perfect interplay of function, design and safety
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What if your concerns 
have already been
taken into account …

Designing dream bathrooms is straightforward  
and secure with the wedi Top Line

If you wish to secure projects that call for the implementation of modern, seamless bathrooms, you do not only 

need to keep an eye on the scarce number of staff or tight deadlines, but also need durable and easy-to-process 

solutions.

Used as a part of the wedi system, the wedi Top Line creates real advantages in everyday work.

 Save time. Everything is thought of, everything fits together and can be installed quickly. wedi Top design 

 surfaces are precisely matched to corresponding wedi system components such as wedi building boards, Fundo 

 shower elements and other functional design elements. Some products within the assortment are available 

 with a high degree of prefabrication, for example our design surfaces for niches with integrated light (page 

 16). Our new design surfaces in a marble look are only 4 mm thick, making them much easier and safer to 

 process than large-format tiles.

 Increase security. Thanks to the high quality of our products, nothing stands in the way of direct processing. 

 With wedi you are always on the safe side – declaring the quality of our products and the security of our  

 systems, we offer a 10-year product quality guarantee on all price list items.

 Create designer bathrooms. The wedi Top Line complements smart wedi system solutions with its design 

 aspect offering a unique option for creating seamless bathrooms – now in even more colours and textures 

 (page 9). Take advantage of our full system solution and offer your customers individually designed bathrooms 

 and showers that are not only 100% waterpoof, but also boast style and class.
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High
system security

wedi Top Wall

for wall and surface design

wedi I-Board Top

Fundo Top 

with point or linear drainage

wedi Sanoasa Top 

wedi Sanwell Top

with and without LED light

Tailored to our overall system

Perfectly 
coordinated

Great diversity in
function and design

Waterproof in the
overall system
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wedi Top Wall

for wall and surface design, p. 12

Fundo Top 

with point or linear drainage, p. 14

wedi Sanoasa Top 

for the wedi Sanosa bench 3, p. 19

wedi Sanwell Top 

for wedi Sanwell niche, optional, p. 16
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wedi Top Wall

for bathtub cladding, p. 12

VOC classification

The wedi Top Line poses no risk to 

health and is low-emission
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Large format and 
seamless

Antibacterial and low-
maintenance surfaces

Wide 
range

Installation without
 dirt and noise

Non-slip in 
wet areas

Go to the construction
site with a system

The benefits at a glance

Suitable for 
any surface

Individually 
customisable Lightweight

Whether it be a new construction, renovation or modernization, a bathroom or wet room, a simple or deman-

ding substrate, our seamless floor and wall surfaces are suitable for any requirement.

 Have tight deadlines? wedi Top design surfaces are matched to our floor-level shower elements and design 

 elements such as a niche or a bench. They fit other wedi system components perfectly and are quick and easy  

 to install.

 Need flexible solutions? Our ready-to-install design surfaces can be conveniently shortened to the appropriate 

 size without the need for special tools.

 A glue for everything? Superior adhesion and seal with the wedi 610 adhesive sealant - for the installation of 

 the Top Line and for all shower elements, wall surfaces as well as functional and design elements it guarantees 

 100% watertightness in the overall system.
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Old bathroom with bathtub Modern bathroom with flush-to-floor shower and wedi Top design 

surfaces

Before After

Installation made easy

Adhesion to the corresponding wedi Fundo shower element with matching factory-integrated slopes, to the 

various functional and design elements or to wall surfaces is simple and 100% waterproof with wedi 610  

adhesive and sealant – without the need for drilling and screwing. The short drying time guarantees particularly 

low downtime, which means that the bathroom can be completed and back in use quickly.
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What if a seamless
combination of design,
function and safety exists ...

2022
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Natural stone look
Inspired by nature – from the colour scheme to the structured surface. The 6 mm thick material is completely 

dyed through therefore cut edges become invisible.

Monochrome look 
The 6 mm thick surface is elegant and simple with a timeless appearance and silky look. The colours underline 

the monochrome impression.

Marble look
For demanding tastes – with a fine matt structure, 4 mm thickness and trendy look. They are replicas of the real 

thing right down to the last detail, including 70% recycled marble.

stone 
grey

sahara 
beige

concrete  
grey

carbon 
black

pure 
white

flake 
white

flake 
lightgrey

flake 
grey

marble  
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble 
black
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What if all eyes  
are on the shower …

The wedi Top Line combines natural look and timeless design creating a stylish atmosphere in 

any bathroom. Thanks to its versatility, it is suitable for a wide range of applications for both 

modern and traditional interiors. Whether as a single accent wall in the shower or a surface 

design for the entire room, the high-quality textures and patterns of these surfaces give life and 

character to any space. A bathroom that boasts style - the design surfaces of the wedi Top Line 

transform bathrooms into a reflection of the owner‘s personality, not only allowing for individual 

ideas, but creating a unique, personal space of wellness.
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For the wall: 
wedi Top Wall

The ideal alternative to tiles installed 
before the end of the day.

Do your customers want a dream bathroom with minimised grout-lines? Choose a seamless alternative 

to traditional tiles. The wedi Top Wall is the perfect solution for the quick creation of modern wet areas. wedi 

Top design surfaces are much easier to process than large-format tiles. In addition, there is a high level of security 

for you as well as your customers: the walls are 100% waterproof in the overall wedi system and are particularly 

durable. Optimal repair articles have been developed to repair any possible damages. If you have any questions 

about this, please do not hesitate to contact the wedi team.
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The wedi Top Wall design sur-

face can be easily cut to the de-

sired format.

Apply wedi 610 adhesive sealant 

to the sealed substrate.

Attach the wedi Top Wall to the 

surface.

How it works

Complete wedi Top Wall installation instructions at www.wedi.net/downloads

wedi Shower Configurator

Configure. Order.

Install. Finish!

http://www.wedi.net/downloads
https://www.wedi.net/en/shower-configurator/
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Don‘t want to slip? The Fundo Top is non-slip and the perfect complement for floor-level wedi Fundo shower 

elements with point or linear drainage. The seamless design surface does not only ensure a modern look in the 

bathroom but is also quick to install and easy to clean. Thanks to different colours and designs, there is 

plenty of room for the implementation of individual wishes.

Just perfect

 Suitable for wedi Fundo shower elements 

 Different designs and colours are available

 Safety in wet conditions due to the non-slip surface

Slope Non-slip rating German standard 
DIN 51097

Surface design Suitability

6° ≤ 12° Standard - All Fundo Top surfaces Private area

12° ≤ 18° Medium A Fundo Top Monochrome look:  
pure white
Fundo Top Marble look:  
marble white, grey-beige,  
grey-brown, marble black

Private area

18° ≤ 24° High B Fundo Top Natural stone look:  
stone grey, concrete grey,  
carbon black

Private and public/ 
commercial areas

Non-slip in wet areas

For the shower:
Fundo Top®

Non-slip design surfaces with  
integrated slopes for the shower floor.
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Apply beads of wedi 610 ad-

hesive sealant to the Fundo ele-

ment according to the specified 

adhesive grid.

Glue the chosen Fundo Top to the 

surface.

How it works

Combine with the desired drain 

cover.

Complete installation instructions for Fundo Top at www.wedi.net/downloads

Drain covers for every taste

Discover the variety of our drainage systems, which offer the right solution for every taste and requirement. 

Whether it be a classic drain cover, a coloured version or a frameless cover in a matching design, wedi drain 

systems have proven themselves many times over – and yet they always impress.

New covers with modern metallic design take this a step further - the special feature is the high-quality PVD 

coating - the brushed surface structure and the high colour brilliance is a real eye-catcher. They are perfect to 

combine with Fundo Top surfaces in natural stone and  monochrome looks.

Fundo Tops in a marble look come with a frameless drain cover in a perfectly matching design creating a 

harmonious and uniform look throughout the shower area.

http://www.wedi.net/downloads
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For the niche:
wedi Sanwell Top

Storage surfaces that fit into the  
room design perfectly.

Storage surfaces as a design object? The wedi Sanwell Top turns a simple niche into a highlight. You can 

score with your customers with such thoughtful details as this. Another plus is that literally, you can bring light 

into the dark. The wedi Sanwell Top niche is also available with an integrated light bar, creating a pleasant and 

warm atmosphere in the bathroom without the need for any preliminary work.

With and without 

integrated LED light

Protection 
class IP67
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Apply wedi 610 adhesive sealant 

according to the specified adhe-

sive grid. 

Connect the power cable and 

insert the Sanwell Top LED niche 

into the Sanwell niche.

Ready to use after only 2 hours of 

drying time.

How it works

Complete wedi Sanwell Top assembly instructions at www.wedi.net/downloads

http://www.wedi.net/downloads
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Cut the wedi Sanoasa Top to 

the desired width.

Apply wedi 610 adhesive sealant 

according to the specified adhe-

sive grid.

Glue wedi Sanoasa Top to the 

surface.        

How it works

Just perfect

 Bench with a seamless design surface – 100% waterproof

 Easy to apply and adapt to any desired bathroom design

Complete assembly instructions for wedi Sanoasa Top at www.wedi.net/downloads

For the seat: 
wedi Sanoasa Top

Ergonomically designed  
shower bench.

Warm to touch and grout free, and hence comfortable and hygienic! 

Who wants more from a shower bench? The wedi Sanoasa bench 3 

with the matching Top design surface becomes a real design object. It is 

particularly comfortable thanks to the ergonomically shaped seat. Stylish 

colours ensure that the bench either subtly fits into the bathroom design – 

or presents itself as a highlight.

http://www.wedi.net/downloads
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For the toilet:  
wedi I-Board Top  

Hygienic and elegant toilet cistern cladding

No chance for bacteria! Seamless toilet cistern claddings ensure hygiene. Due to its antibacterial surface  

and the abscense of grout lines, the wedi I-Board Top is simply the perfect solution that can be kept  

optimally clean all times with little effort. Like all wedi Top Line surfaces, the wedi I-Board Top can also be  

installed quickly and easily.
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Cut wedi I-Board Top to the de-

sired size and cut out the flush 

plate if necessary.

Apply wedi 610 adhesive sealant 

according to the specified adhe-

sive grid.

 Glue wedi I-Board Top to the sur-

face.

How it works

Complete wedi I-Board Top assembly instructions at www.wedi.net/downloads

http://www.wedi.net/downloads
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Function meets sustainability

Do your customers ask specifically for sustainable products beside wanting safe solutions? 

Then, please recommend the wedi Top Line with a clear conscience.

The new marble look, for example, consists of 70% recycled marble, the flakes of the monochrome 

look and the natural stone looks are made entirely of recycled materials. Other wedi products, 

such as the famous building board for example, are also certified as particularly environmentally 

friendly.
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Our service for your project

The wedi quality 
guarantee

With the extended guarantee services on products 

and systems, wedi sets new standards in quality  

leadership. Because we not only offer the legally re-

quired warranty, but also a voluntary and additional 

service commitment in the form of a comprehensive 

wedi manufacturer warranty.

wedi system training

With wedi system solutions, there are no limits to 

individual design wishes for wet areas. The variety 

of shower systems, the proven wedi building board, 

niches, benches and much more form the heart of 

valuable constructions in wet areas. In varied units, 

our training team teaches you everything you need 

to know about the correct applications and design  

options of our products in theory as well as in practice. 

Technical information

The wedi world of systems contains a multitude of 

individual elements which can be variably used and 

modularly expanded. You can find various techni-

cal documents which give you an overview of the 

respective formats, dimensions and technical requi-

rements, as well as internationally usable installation 

instructions and videos at www.wedi.net/down-

loads. So that you can plan efficiently, and you are 

always on the safe side.

Wide range to suit 
every bathroom 
situation

Thanks to the wide range of wedi products, you 

can offer your client the ideal products and system  

solutions whatever their individual bathroom situation 

is. Design and functional elements create additional  

benefits, so that en-suites or guest bathrooms as 

well as generous family or accessible multigenera-

tional bathrooms can be realized. With wedi as the 

main contact before, during and after the construc-

tion phase, handling is simplified for you and offers 

more security for your client. This allows for your 

project to be implemented quickly as well as ensures 

a reliable contact should any problems arise or spare 

parts be needed years after completion. A win-win 

situation for all project participants.

10-year guarantee on wedi‘s entire price list range

http://www.wedi.net/downloads
http://www.wedi.net/downloads
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Measurements

Top Wall material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm

2.500 ×    900 mm 072042000 072042040 072042020 072042100

2.500 × 1.200 mm 072042001 072042041 072042021 072042101

2.600 ×    600 mm -- -- -- --

2.600 ×    900 mm -- -- -- --

2.600 × 1.200  mm -- -- -- --

stone  
grey

concrete  
grey

carbon
black

sahara
beige

Measurements

Top Wall material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm

2.500 ×    900 mm -- -- -- --

2.500 × 1.200 mm -- -- -- --

2.600 ×    600 mm -- -- -- --

2.600 ×    900 mm 072042250 072042251 072042252 072042253

2.600 × 1.200  mm 072042260 072042261 072042262 072042263

pure
white

flake
white

flake
lightgrey

flake  
grey

Measurements

Top Wall material thickness 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

2.500 ×    900 mm -- -- -- --

2.500 × 1.200 mm -- -- -- --

2.600 ×    600 mm 072042212 072042222 072042232 072042242

2.600 ×    900 mm 072042210 072042220 072042230 072042240

2.600 × 1.200  mm 072042211 072042221 072042231 072042241

marble  
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble  
black

wedi Top® mounting kit for installation

Content  Order No.

1 Set 076449017

wedi Top® Wall
for wall and surface design
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wedi Sanwell niche

074315410
230  × 430 × 97 mm

074315805 074315820 074315810 074315800

074315411
330  × 630 × 97 mm

074315806 074315821 074315811 074315801

stone  
grey

concrete  
grey

carbon 
black

pure 
white

wedi Sanoasa bench 3

076447025 
1.200 × 380 × 460 mm

076447512 076447542 076447522 076447502

stone  
grey

concrete  
grey

carbon 
black

pure 
white

wedi Sanwell niche

074315410
230  × 430 × 97 mm

074315855 074315870 074315860 074315850

074315411
330  × 630 × 97 mm

074315856 074315871 074315861 074315851

stone  
grey

concrete  
grey

carbon 
black

pure 
white

wedi I-Board / Plus

073964220 
1.245 × 1.200 mm 

073964251 073964254 073964252 073964250

073964222
1.245 × 1.200 mm

073964251 073964254 073964252 073964250

stone  
grey

concrete  
grey

carbon 
black

pure 
white

wedi Sanwell® Top

wedi Sanwell® Top LED niche

wedi Sanoasa® Top

wedi I-Board® Top
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Fundo Top® for wedi Fundo® shower elements 
with point drainage

Fundo Plano

Fundo Top material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

073735625 
   900 ×    900  mm 

072030900 072030800 072030600 072031010 -- -- -- --

073735630
1.200 ×    900 mm

072030901 072030801 072030601 072031011 -- -- -- --

073735631 
1.200 ×    900 mm

072030901 072030801 072030601 072031011 -- -- -- --

073735621
1.600 × 1.000 mm

072030902 072030802 072030602 072031000 -- -- -- --

marble  
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble  
black

marble  
blackFundo Integro

Fundo Top material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

075900004 
   900 ×    900  mm 

072027500 072027800 072027600 072027100 -- -- -- --

075900005
1.200 ×    900 mm

072027501 072027801 072027601 072027101 -- -- -- --

075900006 
1.200 ×    900 mm

072027501 072027801 072027601 072027101 -- -- -- --

 

stone 
grey

concrete 
grey

carbon  
black

pure 
white

marble 
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble  
black

Fundo Primo

Fundo Top material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

073735170 
   900 ×    900  mm 

072010500 072010800 072010600 072010100 072010850 072010870 072010890 072010910

073735171
1.200 × 1.200 mm

072010503 072010803 072010603 072010103 -- -- -- --

073736174
1.200 ×    900 mm

072010501 072010802 072010601 072010102 072010851 072010871 072010891 072010911

073735152 
1.600 × 1.000 mm

072010505 072010807 072010605 072010107 -- -- -- --

073735180
1.800 ×    900 mm

072010506 072010805 072010606 072010105 072010852 072010872 072010892 072010912

marble  
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble  
black

Fundo Ligno Plus

Fundo Top material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

072070010 
    900 ×    900 mm

072010500 072010800 072010600 072010100 072010850 072010870 072010890 072010910

072070017 
1.200 × 1.200 mm 

072010503 072010803 072010603 072010103 -- -- -- --

072070060 
1.200 ×    900 mm 

072010501 072010802 072010601 072010102 072010851 072010871 072010891 072010911

072070070 
1.600 × 1.000 mm

072010505 072010807 072010605 072010107 -- -- -- --

072070062 
1.800 ×    900 mm

072010506 072010805 072010606 072010105 072010852 072010872 072010892 072010912

marble  
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble  
black

Fundo Top® inlay for wedi Fundo® tileable drain cover 7.1

Drain cover 7.1

676800054
74 × 74 × 6 mm

072000001 072000004 072000002 072000000

stone 
grey

stone 
grey

stone 
grey

stone 
grey

concrete 
grey

concrete 
grey

concrete 
grey

concrete 
grey

carbon  
black

carbon  
black

carbon  
black

carbon  
black

pure 
white

pure 
white

pure 
white

pure 
white
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Fundo Top® channel cover set

Measurements

790 × 45 × 13 mm 072000500 072000800 072000600 072000100

Fundo Top® skirting boards

Measurements

1.880 × 200 × 6 mm 072040500 072040800 072040600 072040100

Fundo Riolito Neo

Fundo Top material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

075100004 
1.200 ×    900  mm 

072020500 072020800 072020600 072020100 072020900 072020920 072020940 072020960

075100034
1.600 × 1.000 mm

072020501 072020801 072020601 072020101 072020901 072020921 072020941 072020961

075100005 
1.800 ×    900 mm

072020502 072020802 072020602 072020102 072020902 072020922 072020942 072020962

marble  
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble  
black

Fundo Top® for wedi Fundo® shower elements
with linear drainage

Fundo Riolito

Fundo Top material thickness 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 6 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

073737303 
   900 ×    900  mm 

072024500 072024800 072024600 072024100 -- -- -- --

073737305
1.200 ×    900 mm

072024520 072024820 072024620 072024120 -- -- -- --

073737310 
1.600 × 1.000 mm

072024521 072024821 072024621 072024121 -- -- -- --

marble  
white

marble  
grey-beige

marble  
grey-brown

marble  
black

stone 
grey

stone 
grey

stone 
grey

stone 
grey

concrete 
grey

concrete 
grey

concrete 
grey

concrete 
grey

carbon  
black

carbon  
black

carbon  
black

carbon  
black

pure 
white

pure 
white

pure 
white

pure 
white
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EN

  Hollefeldstraße 51

  48282 Emsdetten

  Germany

  + 49 25 72 156-0

  info@wedi.de

  www.wedi.net


